APPENDIX 1
Tutorial Preparation

Tutorial Preparation for:
First Tutorial
What makes a good tutorial work.
- Team Work
- Good discussion flow

- A safe space

- Everyone to be able to have their say - The ability to say “pass”
- Interesting topics

- Sensitivity

Describe why policy makers might opt for a deposit guarantee.
- To protect the public from potential loss
- To keep the public happy
Describe the motivation for the introduction of the deposit guarantee in Australia.
- A deposit guarantee was introduced in Australia in 2008 in response to the economic crisis.
- 10% of deposits would be protected over the following 3 years
- This was to ensure that the bank risks do not compromise the safety of depositors funds
In designing a deposit guarantee, what features for inclusion would you debate with your co-policy makers?
- Whether the institution will be government run or privatised
- Whether the insurance will cover one or more countries
- How much percentage of the deposit will be insured
- For how long the deposit money will be insured
Describe what you think the economic implications for a deposit guarantee may be.
- When a nation state has a deposit insurance scheme, foreign investors (aka non-resident bank depositors) are
more likely to passively deposit larger amounts of money in the banks of said nation state (that has a bank
deposit insurance scheme).
- Having a bank deposit insurance scheme (for all practical purposes) guarantees that a nation state will more
likely have a higher rate of passive foreign investment (within the margin of insurable amount).
- Passive foreign investment in a nation state’s finance system allows for more lending to be made when global
finance system conditions constrict the amount of lendable money. There has been substantial research done
over the years on the impact on foreign investment of bank deposit insurance schemes.
Describe what impact these changes may have on the global economy.
-

Tutorial Preparation for:
Collapse of Empires
1. Terms that I was unclear on from Thursday’s lecture.
None
2. Come prepared to discuss the articles listed.
Done
3. Find another example of a collapse of an empire or civilisation apart from the Roman Empire. Can you
determine what the key factors that attributed to that collapse were?
Minoan Civilisation
·
Island of Crete from 7000 BC to 1420 BC
·
Lucrative shipping empire
Failure
- Trade networks collapsed and cities perished by famine
- Famine and negative population growth
- Minoan naval capabilities were damaged by volcanic eruption
- Volcanic eruption north of Crete caused massive tidal waves and falling ash
- Mycenaean invasion occurred after the eruption
- The eruption inspired the legend of Atlantis
4. Is there a certain IR theory discussed in the articles that you think helps explains contemporary international
relations better than other theories? For example ‘neo-realism’.
I have absolutely no idea, I need a definition of what IR theory is in the first place.
Australia’s Future Threat Space: Strategic Risks & Systematic Vulnerabilities (Beveridge, D) Week 4 Tutorial
Reading
The World Economic Forum (WEF) noted that even small events, seemingly inconsequential decisions, or small
numbers of ill-intentioned people can have a disproportionately big impact”
“Australia needs to take a long-term strategic view on planning national security”
Terrorism, Infectious Disease, Energy Supply, Failed States, Crime, Emerging Fiscal Crisis, Impacts on the Social
Fabric, Weapons of Mass Destruction, State Driven Acts, Natural Disasters
TERRORISM : “A prime contemporary weakness is that planning for post-incident response measures has
generally fallen behind prevention and this imbalance required attention”
INFECTIOUS DISEASE: “ The conference heard arguments for and against the likelihood of a major outbreak of
disease, such as influenza” LINK TO SWINE FLU
“It was generally concluded that globalisation, with its associated mobility of people, goods and services… is likely
to increase the risk of pandemics” LINK TO SWINE FLU
“Prospective weakness include the potential for panic resulting from and a shortage of effective health services to
prevent, detect, counter and/or respond to the spread of infectious disease”
FAILED STATES: “ The potetmtial, particularly in the South-West Pacific, was highly ranked by the conference.
Transnational criminals would almost certainly find it easier to operate out of a failed state. LINK TO MELANESIA
COURSE
EMERGING FISCAL CRISIS: “The conference considered the current configuration of the global economy quite
robust and resilient; with damage likely to be as a consequence of other events rather than from any planned
disruption” LINK TO GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISIS
“Recessionary problems were rated likely, but most were considered manageable and possible not even discrete
threats to Australia”
IMPACTS ON SOCIAL FABRIC: “Demographic devisions were ranked as medium-high potential future threat,
particularly as Australia faces a changing ethnic mix and ageing population” LINK TO MOSQUES AND INDIAN
BASHINGS
NAUTRAL DISASTERS: LINK TO CC IMPLICATIONS

Tutorial Preparation for:
Complexity in our Sea of Islands
Make roughly half a page of notes on how Fijian culture has affected and has been affected by the 2006 coup from a
Fijian point of view.
Background: The country occupies an archipelago of about 322 islands, of which 106 are permanently inhabited and 522
islets. The two major islands, Viti Levu and Vanua Levu, account for 87% of the population. Since independence there have
been four coups in Fiji, two in 1987, one in 2000 and one in late 2006. The military has been either ruling directly, or heavily
influencing governments since 1987.
The 2006 Coup: Since independence there have been four coups in Fiji, two in 1987, one in 2000 and one in late 2006. The
military has been either ruling directly, or heavily influencing governments since 1987
• This coup has been carried out in the name of good governance and anti-corruption
How culture has been affected by coup:
•
It has expressly defied – if not ridiculed and marginalized – traditional Fijian institutions. Fijians hold tradition very high.
•
A move away from Fijian nationalism to that of multiculturalism
•
Suspending the Great Council of Chiefs (GCC) formal assembly of Fiji's senior hereditary chiefs
•
Freedom of speech reduced
•
Unusually for Fiji, support for this coup is spread across racial lines
•
Unlike the previous coup leaders, Bainimarama hasn’t played on deeply entrenched stereotypes nor re-ignited age-old
arguments about rightful owners of the land.
•
Mobility across the Pacific: Journalist sent his family to Australia after threats of deportation now they aren’t allowed
back in the country
•
Bullying, scare tactics
- Creating “COUP CULTURE”: Four coups in 20 years means you’ve got a generation of people growing up in Fiji
who think if you don’t like the government, get some guns and throw them out. Even better, get the military
onside, they’ll throw them out for you. This is not the message to be sending to young people if you’re building up
a democratic society. This is coup culture.
Education is the key: Fijian constitution is in English, but English isn’t the language we know or speak here.
How coup has been affected by culture:
•
According to the current military commander, this nationalism – and the fact that it fuelled a culture of corruption – was
the problem with the previous government.
The 2006 coup was – ostensibly – against nationalism, racism and affirmative action; it installed an interim government
comprising people who have been the voice of multiculturalism and political moderation.
•
The coup has exposed divisions within the Fijian society
Racial
Class
Regional
Fijian View:
•
Right now our country is at the stage where it needs help, and we need Bainimarama to bring it back to where
we were
•
Back on the mainland in Suva, a lot of people think this coup is a good thing
•
Safer streets, police more enforcing than before
•
The majority of Fijians remain staunchly cynical about politicians
•
The rumours about corruption have provided the campaign with a moral enthusiasm
•
This is the first coup in the country’s recent history in which both Indigenous-Fijians and Fijian-Indians seem to agree is
a step forward

Tutorial Preparation for:
Closing The Gap– Aboriginal Disadvantage
1. What is the “gap” that the Rudd government is trying to close?
It meant to close the gap between life expectancy and socioeconomic disadvantage between Indigenous and
white Australia. It also means to halve the widening gap in literacy, numeracy and employment outcomes,
opportunities for Indigenous children and infant-mortality rates within a decade.
2. Identify 5 key issues that are discussed in the podcast.
·
The best way to address these issues is to provide meaningful work
·
To place 100 boys from remote communities into abattoirs – the boys and families are keen; the problem
is the slowness of the federal government in approving and funding the scheme. With the bureaucracy
they’ve had to take on temporary imported workers.
·
Paternalistic problems similar in India
·
Young people that are severely damaged – these are the majority young people for many communities
- Heavily involved in drugs, alcohol, deep in the justice system,
·
Young kids who are profoundly bored & lacking the social skills. Many reasons why they do turn to drugs
etc.
·
A lot of tokenistic work readiness and social skill programs run in the bush.
·
Intervention programs work for a while, but are costly and turn back once they’re over. – When the petrol
sniffing stopped, the young offending stopped.
·
Perhaps we/the programs were apart of the problem
·
He believed the way forward was through work
2b. How do these issues compare with your own ideas about indigenous unemployment?
Milton mentioned that he has had many individuals and families raring to go and jump at the opportunity for
employment, and that the employment was available. IT was only the issue of bureaucracy and slowness of
the Federal government that held the process back. I was always under the impression that a) Many
Indigenous Australians didn’t want to work, or b) That there was no work available for them.
2c. Select one issue that is not discussed, and that you feel is important, and be ready to discuss this
issue in the tutorial.

3. Consider how Altman’s perspective on outstations and decentralisation compares to Milton
James’ ideas in his Remote Area Work Scheme.
There is a similarity in respect to their views on policy and bureaucratic issues that hold back the successful
employment of Indigenous Australians.
4. Why is indigenous disadvantage so complex?
·
Because the issues cross geographical as well as social and political boundaries that are difficult for
some people/departments to deal with.
·
That this issue transcends time and has been an issue represented in many forms for a long time.
·
That it is being addressed from different angles and narratives.
“It looks for mainstream solutions to deeply entrenched non-mainstream problems, and partly because it does not
recognise colonial history and the sheer diversity of contemporary Indigenous circumstance” (J.Altman)

Tutorial Preparation for:
Environmental Policy
• Think about how your particular field of study is impacted by or impacts upon environmental issues, particularly in
relation to climate change. Also think about the classic problem solving methods in your discipline and how these
might (or might not) contribute to addressing climate change.
- It is impacted by environmental issues because these issues influence what we learn and how we learn to address
them.
- It impacts environmental issues through using the tools of my degree to try and address these issues in the most
holistic way possible, very integrative and interdisciplinary.
- I have done weather climate fire, climatology, and climate change science and policy courses.
- Also think about the classic problem solving methods in your discipline and how these might (or might not) contribute
to addressing climate change.
- My degree is truly interdisciplinary but has also emphasised the importance of also multi and transdisciplinarity when
approaching environmental issues.
- It emphasises an integrative approach to addressing problems.
- It emphasises both qualitative and quantitative research.
•

•

Natural Resource Management: The World’s Forests:
Use web/media resources to try to answer the following question about the abovementioned natural resource:
How is the complexity in the management of this resource impacted by who uses the resource; the scarcity of
the resource; any contention over access to the resource; the capacity of the resource to be used sustainably;
and the potential impact of decline or loss of the resource?
- Complexity is impacted by following
§ Multiple Stakeholders – who has the right?
§ Forests providing basic ecosystem services, and the integrated links with each system
§ Very different understanding of what is sustainable – cultural differentiation, survival vs
conservation, livelihoods eg. oil palm in pacific & Indonesia
§ In Australia it’s the European understanding of land use management – previous policy
was to show that you were using the land you had to clear it
§ “Carbon Offsets” repaying the carbon debt.
§ Maintaining the World’s Forests maintains the carbon cycle, stocks & flow. Removing
upsets the balance
§ It is complex because it is over time, large 300yr old trees are a large carbon stock and
whilst replacing them with other trees they are much smaller and will take hundreds of
years to create the same kind of sink.

Environmental Stakeholders: Environment Tasmania Inc. or Wilderness Society:
List some of the key benefits and concerns from the viewpoint of the abovementioned stakeholder in relation to
the Gunns Pulp Mill Proposal in Tasmania – be prepared to debate the issue from the point of view of your
stakeholder and also consider how the views of different stakeholders contribute to complexity in the issue.
- Environment Tasmania
§ Protecting Tasmania's native forests is essential for preserving bio-diversity, mitigating
climate change and protecting our air and water!
§ Research from leading scientists at the Australian National University has found that
Australia has some of the most carbon-rich forests in the world – with the potential to
sequester 25% of our annual carbon emissions over the next 100 years.
- Gunns Pulp Mill
§ Gunns Limited is proposing to develop and operate a bleached kraft pulp mill in northern
Tasmania. On 24 February 2005 Gunns announced that Long Reach, on the Tamar
River (near George Town) is its preferred site for a pulp mill. Output of the mill would be
in the range of 500,000 to 1,300,000 air dried tonnes of pulp per annum.
- We claim that native forests are harvested specifically for woodchipping, whereas Gunns claim that the majority of
their chips come from residue from their sawmilling and veneer operation (4 million tonnes annually)
- Gunns has also been criticized for its logging operations in the Styx Valley (wilderness world heritage site) and for its
use of 1080 poison to kill wildlife including protected species (baiting and particularly aerial spraying of forest prior to
clearfelling).
- Attempted bribery of politicians in 1989 to allow pro-logging politicians to regain power.
- Up to 500,000 tonnes of public old-growth forests would still be exported from the state each year as woodchips,
despite construction of the mill. Forestry Tasmania's chief executive, Bob Gordon, said yesterday that Gunns would

begin by paying $13.75 a tonne from January 1 for the wood.
- "When it comes to old growth, if they don't pulp it, it will burn in the mill's power station or be chipped for export,"

Tutorial Preparation for:
Maths of Complexity
In this tutorial we will think about the pervasiveness of mathematics, and mathematics
structure/models found in the natural world and in human behaviour. Come prepared to
discuss the following readings and video:
The readings posted on wattle for the panel (If you haven’t read them already).
Paul Raeburn, “Using Chaos Theory to Revitalise Fisheries”. An article on the use of chaos
theory concepts in manageing fish stocks:
Http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=using-chaos-theory-to-revitalizefisher&print=true
3. Sean Gourley on the mathematics of ware (video):
Http://www.ted.com/talks/lang/eng/sean_gourley_on_the_mathematics_of_war.html
Optional Readings:
Alison Brown, “Has Chaos theory found any useful application in the social sciences?”. Article
available at http://people/brandeis.edu/blebaron/ge/chaos.html
Wikepedia, “Chaos Theory”. This provides a good introduction to chaos theory. The Wikepedia
articles about other stuff related to this week’s topic are also quite good if you are struggling to
understand the concepts presented in the panel session.
Points to ponder (to be discussed in the tutorial)
How accurately can the process of mathematical reduction be used to model the world around
us? Are models such as Sean Gourley’s useful enough to base policy on?
Try to find one example of mathematical reduction/modelling that has been applied in your
area of study. Come prepared to comment on the effectiveness of this modelling, and what
action it led to.

Tutorial Preparation for:
Engineering & Science - Systems & Networks
Chris and I facilitated this tutorial: preparation can be found in the section devoted to this topic

Tutorial Preparation for:
Complex Emergencies

Read through the various readings posted on wattle any outside the course you feel are
relevant to this week’s tutorial discussion
Read and prepared to discuss
Come prepared to discuss the latest articles on H1N1 and the national and global implications
of this epidemic.
It’s interesting reading the articles on Tamiflu and the important role it has played in the H1N1
outbreak and yet Kamalini outlined it’s ill-significance in the epidemic.
Think about the implications of policy responses to epidemics and disasters
They can be both local, national, and global. The decisions we make here and in other
countries impact places around the world. See H1N1 in Mexico and America and how fast it
spread not only throughout those continents but also across the globe to places like Australia.
Response measures are crucial to stop global implications of epidemics.

Tutorial Preparation for:
Law

This tutorial will look at the central questions:
- How does the law deal with uncertainty and what are its effects on the law?
- How effective is the law as a solution to complex problems?
- What other avenues are there for solving real world, complex problems besides the law? Why do people obey the law?
We will also consider the collapse of a legal system as a case study of a complex problem.
Things for you to think about before coming to the tutorial:
- Are there laws governing aspects of your discipline(s)?
Environmental law, Law of Thermodynamics
- Is the law used to address complex problems within (or by) your discipline?
- How can the law be used to solve multi-disciplinary complex problems?
Through it being outlined by multi-disciplinary body to cover all areas
- Examples of complex problems where legal means have been suggested as a possible
solution.
Carbon Cap & Trade
- Are there examples of where the law has been used successfully to solve complex
problems?
- 1992 – Ban on CFCs
-

Are there examples of where the law has been unsuccessful in solving complex
problems?
A saying that does the rounds occasionally is that if you make the law complex enough
everyone becomes a criminal.

Please do the readings posted on Wattle for the law panel and keep your eye on the tutorial
discussion board for themes and other short suggested readings to be posted throughout the
week. Eg: Wikipedia article on The Burden of Proof http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burden_of_proof Wikipedia article on The Precautionary Principle http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precautionary_principle Feel free to share any materials or ideas
you think are worthwhile here!
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